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  Atoms in 3D Optical Lattices:

• Realise strongly correlated lattice models 
• Microscopic understanding 
• Study thermodynamics / quantum phases

AC-Stark Shift

 e.g., Bose-Hubbard: D. Jaksch et al. PRL ’98

• BEC / degenerate Fermi gas
(Weakly interacting) (Strongly interacting)

Experiments: 
Munich, Zurich, NIST / JQI, MIT, Harvard, Innsbruck, Hamburg, Pisa, Florence, Oxford, Cambridge, 
Austin, Chicago, Penn State, Kyoto, Toronto, Stony Brook, Paris, Strathclyde, Illinois, ......

• Discrete non-linear Schrödinger equation: Large N with small U/J, b̂i ! bi



Delocalised atoms: BEC

• Mott Insulator Phase: J<<U

• Superfluid J>>U

U

J

Bose-Hubbard model D. Jaksch et al., PRL ’98 
M. Greiner et al., Nature ’02

Momentum  
Distribution 

M. Greiner et al., Nature ’02

commensurate filling: atoms  
“pinned” by interactions



“Quantum Simulation”:
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e.g., Relationship to high Tc superconductivity of cuprates - two-species experiments:

⇠ �J2

U

Simulations: 
• Study models where we can’t access physics via classical computations 
• e.g., materials engineering 

Real matter; new quantum phases 
• Realise interesting many-body physics predicted but not yet observed in experiments 
• Also: Exotic phases, spin models, simulators for graphene, disorder, impurities,....... 

Current challenges: cooling, state preparation, control over heating in lattices



Coherent non-equilibrium dynamics:

• Intrinsic interest, e.g., Quench dynamics, thermalization, entanglement growth

M. Greiner et al., Nature 419, 51 (2002). 
S. Will et al., Nature 465, 197 (2010). 

M. Cheneau et al., Nature 481, 484 (2012) 
J.-S. Bernier et al., PRL 106, 200601 (2011)

M. Rigol et al., Nature 452, 854 (2008) 
M. Rigol et al., PRL 98, 050405 (2007) 

M. Srednicki PRE 50, 888 (1994)

• Millisecond timescales - track+control in real time 
• Long coherence times; isolated system 

• Computations in 1D with time-dependent DMRG 

Dissipative dynamics / open many-body quantum systems:

System Environment

• Understand heating / imperfections also on a microscopic level

http://publish.aps.org/search/field/author/Srednicki_Mark


Adiabatic state preparation

V



Adiabatic state preparation:

Gapped initial State
(easier to prepare)

?
Target State (small gap)

Optimal adiabatic process (?)

e.g., 

S. Braun et al., Science 339, 52 (2013) 

U < 0

sufficiently deep optical lattice are described by
the Bose-Hubbard Hamiltonian (12)

H ¼ −J ∑
〈i;j〉

b%
†
i b
%
j þ

U
2
∑
i
n%iðn%i − 1Þ þ V∑

i
r2i n% i ð2Þ

Here, J is the tunneling matrix element be-
tween neighboring lattice sites 〈i, j〉, and b%i and
b%
†
i are the annihilation and creation operator,
respectively, for a boson on site i,U is the on-site
interaction energy, n% i ¼ b%

†
i b
%
i is the local number

operator, and V º w2 describes the external har-
monic confinement, with ri denoting the posi-

tion of site i with respect to the trap center and w
the trap frequency.

In Fig. 1B, we show how lower and upper
bounds can be realized for the three terms in the
Hubbard Hamiltonian. The restriction to a single
band naturally provides lower and upper bounds
for the kinetic energy Ekin, but the interaction
term Eint presents a challenge: Because in prin-
ciple all bosons could occupy the same lattice
site, the interaction energy can diverge in the
thermodynamic limit. For repulsive interactions
(U > 0), the interaction energy is only bounded

from below but not from above, thereby limiting
the system to positive temperatures; in contrast,
for attractive interactions (U < 0), only an upper
bound for the interaction energy is established,
rendering positive temperature ensembles unsta-
ble. The situation is different for the Fermi-Hubbard
model, where the Pauli principle enforces an up-
per limit on the interaction energy per atom of
U/2 and thereby allows negative temperatures
even in the repulsive case (13, 14). Similarly, a
trapping potential V > 0 only provides a lower
bound for the potential energy Epot, whereas an

Fig. 1. Negative absolute temperature in optical lattices. (A) Sketch of entropy
as a function of energy in a canonical ensemble possessing both lower (Emin) and
upper (Emax) energy bounds. (Insets) Sample occupation distributions of single-
particle states for positive, infinite, and negative temperature, assuming a weakly
interacting ensemble. (B) Energy bounds of the three terms of the 2D Bose-
Hubbard Hamiltonian: kinetic (Ekin), interaction (Eint), and potential (Epot) energy.
(C) Measured momentum distributions (TOF images) for positive (left) and neg-
ative (right) temperature states. Both images are averages of about 20 shots;
both optical densities (OD) are individually scaled. The contour plots below show
the tight-binding dispersion relation; momenta with large occupation are high-
lighted. The white square in the center indicates the first Brillouin zone.

Fig. 2. Experimental sequence and TOF images. (A) Top to bottom: lattice
depth, horizontal trap frequency, and scattering length as a function of
time. Blue indicates the sequence for positive, red for negative temper-
ature of the final state. (B) TOF images of the atomic cloud at various times
t in the sequence. Blue borders indicate positive, red negative temper-

atures. The initial picture in a shallow lattice at t = 6.8 ms is taken once for
a scattering length of a = 309(5) a0 (top) as in the sequence, and once for
a = 33(1) a0 (bottom; OD rescaled by a factor of 0.25), comparable to the
final images. All images are averages of about 20 individual shots. See
also Fig. 1C.

www.sciencemag.org SCIENCE VOL 339 4 JANUARY 2013 53
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Adiabatic state preparation:

J. Schachenmayer et al., New J. Phys. 12, 103044 (2010) 
T. Pohl, E. Demler, M. D. Lukin PRL 104 043002 (2010) 
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III. NUMERICAL METHOD

To calculate the many-body dynamics and ground
states of Hamiltonian (1), we make use of the TEBD al-
gorithm as introduced in [21, 22]. This algorithm makes
possible the near-exact integration of the Schrödinger
equation for 1D lattice and spin Hamiltonians based on
a matrix product state ansatz, and has been applied to
a range of such Hamiltonians with next-neighbour in-
teractions. There are also applications of matrix product
state algorithms to dissipative systems [29–31], and these
methods have been incorporated within density matrix
renormalization group algorithms [32, 33]. There is also
a strong e⇤ort to extend these ideas to higher dimensions
[34].

The modification in our work is the extension of these
methods to the treatments of finite-range interactions.
For the purposes of this study, we include long-range in-
teractions up to an arbitrary distance of l sites, by imple-
menting a routine for swapping site indices in the matrix
product state representation. This adds a computational
cost of O(l) basic operations compared to the standard
TEBD calculation. Here we work with finite systems of
size N , and always properly represent interactions over
the full length of the system, i.e. l = N�1. This method
of swapping also allows us to consider periodic boundary
conditions for the dipole-dipole interactions. Note that
we always perform convergence tests in the matrix prod-
uct state bond-dimension ⇤ and other numerical param-
eters [35]. For larger system sizes, swapping sites can be-
come ine⇧cient, in part due to the higher required values
of ⇤. To implement interaction terms over substantially
larger distances than in this study, more e⇧cient algo-
rithms should be used, e.g., algorithms involving use of
matrix product operators [36–38].

IV. GROUND STATES OF THE EFFECTIVE
MODEL

We begin by studying the key ground state properties
of the e⇤ective model of Hamiltonian (1). This will allow
to us to determine in which parameter regimes crystalline
order will appear, and to characterize the states that will
be the target states of the dynamical preparation process
discussed next in section V.

The Hamiltonian we study here has strong similari-
ties to another model treated in several recent studies, in
which the dipole-dipole interactions were replaced with
van der Waals interactions arising for certain Rydberg
systems [16–20]. In [17] it was shown that for ⇥ = 0
that system reduces to a classical spin model exhibiting
a second order phase transition from a paramagnetic to
a crystalline phase at ⇥ = 0, and we observe similar be-
haviour here. Due to the dipolar long range character
we expect crystalline states with di⇤erent periodicities of
the excitations to the strongly interacting state to appear
for ⇥ > 0 and small values of ⇥. The detuning plays the

�/Vdd

�/Vdd

FIG. 2. A sketch of the key features of the phase diagram for
the system with Hamiltonian (1). For � < 0 and �/Vdd �
1, the ground state involves all of the atoms in the weakly
interacting state in order to minimize the interaction energy
(marked by the blue lobe). As the detuning � > 0 is increased,
it becomes favourable to add excitations to the system, but
this competes with an increasing interaction energy. This
competition gives rise to crystalline phases with periodicities
determined by this competition (marked by the brown lobes).
For large �/Vdd, the crystalline order is broken, but some
particles exist in excited states (white area).

role of a chemical potential for strongly interacting states
(or external magnetic field in the spin model), and it be-
comes favourable to excite states with a dipole-dipole
interaction on the lattice. However, the long-range in-
teractions will compete energetically with the detuning,
leading to crystal periodicities that decrease with increas-
ing ⇥/Vdd. Below we show that as the coupling ⇥/Vdd is
increased, the crystalline order is broken, in favour of a
paramagnetic phase in the spin language, with no long
range density-density ordering. These key features of the
phase diagram are sketched in figure 2.
We compute the ground state of equation (1) using the

TEBD algorithm in several di⇤erent parameter regimes.
As a first step, we look at the total number of particles
in a strongly interacting state |�⇧,

N� ⇥
N�

k

⌅n̂k⇧. (3)

In figure 3 we present a plot of N� for several detunings
⇥ and e⇤ective Rabi frequencies ⇥. We plot N� on a grid
with spacings �⇥ = 0.125Vdd and �⇥ = 0.025Vdd.
As expected, for small ⇥/Vdd there is essentially no

occupation of the strongly interacting states in regions
with negative detuning, because a state with no |�⇧k ex-
citations is energetically favoured. In contrast, a positive
detuning leads to a reduction of the total energy when
occupations of strongly interacting states are added to
the system, and in regions with large positive detun-
ing we find states with occupations of |�⇧k on all lat-
tice sites. In the region between we observe varying

V

Gapped initial State
(easier to prepare)

?
Target State (small gap)

Optimal adiabatic process (?)

 
A. M. Rey et al., PRL 99, 140601 (2007)  

A. S. Sørensen et al., PRA 81, 061603(R) (2010) 

P. Rabl et al, PRL 91, 110403 (2003) 
A. Kantian et al., PRL 104, 240406 (2010) 
M. Lubasch et al., PRL 107, 165301 (2011) 

T.-L. Ho and Q. Zhou, PRL 99, 120404 (2007)

S. Trebst et al., PRL 96, 250402 (2006)

square lattices with optical potentials [11–15]. Counter-
propagating laser beams along the xi (i ! 1; 2; 3) direc-
tions realize a periodic optical potential V0" ~x# !P
iV0i sin"kxi#2, with wave vector k ! 2!=", optical

wave length ", and lattice depths V0i controlled by the
laser intensities and atomic alternating current polarizabil-
ities. These potentials are additive, provided the lasers
generating the lattice have slightly different optical fre-
quencies, which are easily generated as sidebands from the
original laser beam, so that the interference terms average
out. Furthermore, interference of two lasers with angles
$# between their propagation directions give rise to po-
tentials of the form V1i sin"k0xi %!#2, with effective wave
vector k0 ! k cos# and displaced by a phase !. This allows
us to construct, in particular, potentials V1" ~x# !P
iV1i sin"kxi=2#2. Adding these various potentials gives

rise to superlattice structures. We can also add potentials
in the form of linear ramps V2" ~x# !

P
iV2ixi by sitting in

the wing of a focused laser beam, as in far-off resonance
laser traps. Figure 1 illustrates lattice configurations which
can be generated in this way by varying the intensity
parameters V0;1;2i.

The dynamics of cold atoms confined to these optical
potentials is described by a Hubbard model [11–15]

 H ! &
X

hi;ji;$
tij"cyi$cj$ % H:c:# %U

X
i
ni"ni# %

X
i;$
%ini$;

where the ci;$ are fermionic annihilation operators with
spin $ and ni;$ ! cyi;$ci;$ is the particle number on site i.
The tij are spatially dependent hopping matrix elements
connecting neighboring sites i and j, and the %i are site
offsets, as determined by the superlattice structure (see
Fig. 1). The collisional repulsion U between the atoms
can be controlled by Feshbach resonances [19,22]. In
writing the Hubbard model, we have assumed that the
optical potentials are spin-independent, which is the usual
case of alkali atoms in their ground state [11].

Plaquette RVB states.—The motion of the atoms can be
confined to a 2D lattice by a strong transverse optical
potential V0z. Employing superlattices, we can generate
double well potentials corresponding to decoupled pla-
quettes. Our first goal will be to study atomic dynamics
on these uncoupled plaquettes and, in particular, the gen-
eration of RVB (ground) states. The strategy is to

(i) deform the optical lattice on each plaquette so that the
corresponding ground state has a simple product form
j i ! Q

i$c
y
i$j0i and (ii) adiabatically transform the lattice

into an unperturbed plaquette, so that the final ground state
is the desired RVB state. To prepare such a pure initial
state, we load atoms from a reservoir of a quantum degen-
erate Fermi gas via a coherent or dissipative Raman pro-
cess into the optical lattice [23]. By choosing an appro-
priate pattern of site offsets in the lattice, we ensure only
atoms are transferred which match the energy conservation
condition. As shown in Ref. [23], this allows us to filter out
from an initial finite entropy ensemble a pure spin and
spatial pattern of atoms.

We consider the preparation of one plaquette with four
atoms (half-filling) and one plaquette with two atoms. The
initial optical lattice for these two cases is described in
Fig. 2(a), which amounts in the limit t? ' %? to a prepa-
ration of the states with four (two) atoms in a product state

 j4i"0# ! cy1"c
y
1#c
y
4"c
y
4#j0i; j2i"0# ! cy1"c

y
1#j0i; (1)

where the indices 1 and 3 denote the wells along the x
direction as illustrated in Fig. 2.

An adiabatic protocol that allows one to transform this
initial product state to an RVB plaquette state is presented
in Fig. 2 using the transformations of optical lattices illus-
trated in Fig. 1. Full plaquette symmetry is restored by
coupling two wells first along the x direction with their
fully depleted counterparts along the y direction. The
initial optical lattice breaks reflection symmetry along
the x direction, which upon coupling by increasing t
(V0x ! 0) enforces that the state j2i"0# adiabatically con-
nects only to the dimer state, which is antisymmetric under
spin exchange and symmetric under reflection. Eliminating
the chemical potential shifts % (V2x ! 0) and %? (!!
0), one can adiabatically prepare the ground states of a
four-site plaquette state. For four atoms, it is given by

 j4i ( 1!!!
2
p "sy1;2sy3;4 & sy1;4sy2;3#j0i; (2)

where we have written only the dominant terms, omitting
states with local double occupancy, and syi;j ! "cyi"cyj# &
cyi#c

y
j"#=

!!!
2
p

is a singlet state formed on sites i and j. On
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FIG. 1 (color online). Optical potentials generated by two
counterpropagating laser beams with wave vector k ! 2!=".
(a) V!V0 sin"kx#2; (b) V!V0 sin"kx#2%V1 sin"kx=2#2; (c) V!
V0 sin"kx#2%V1 sin"kx=2#2%V2x; (d) V ! V0 sin"kx#2 % V2x.
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FIG. 2 (color online). Schematic illustration of the adiabatic
protocol that generates RVB states on two decoupled plaquettes
with four atoms (left) and two atoms (right). The protocol se-
quence is (1) t! 1; (2) %! 0; (3) %? ! 0. Optical potentials
are sketched for the x and y directions, and the large (inter-
mediate, small) circles indicate two (one, zero) atoms on a site.

PRL 96, 250402 (2006) P H Y S I C A L R E V I E W L E T T E R S week ending
30 JUNE 2006

250402-2



Adiabatic state preparation:

?
Target excited state

Non-adiabatic + adiabatic process
Gapped initial State
(easier to prepare)

Exact excited eigenstates of the Hubbard model for fermions:     pairs 

V

• A. Kantian, A. J. Daley, and P. Zoller, PRL 104, 240406 (2010): 

• C. N. Yang PRL (1989):



Repulsively bound bosonic pairs for large U/J: 
• Pairs are stable (cannot convert large repulsive 

 “binding energy” into kinetic energy J 
• No dissipative decay channels 
• Composite object tunnelling J2/U

• Weak dissipative processes - metastable many-body states can be prepared and 
studied in an experiment

K. Winkler et al., Nature 441, 853  (2006)

continuum

E
ne

rg
y 

/ (
2J

)

Centre of Mass Quasimomentum Kd/p

Two particles on a lattice:
Quasi- momentum distribution

  U=30J
U=3J

Repulsively bound atom pairs



Preparation of an eta condensate (t-DMRG simulation results):

M=16

Many-body state fidelity: 

• Very sensitive measure for large systems 
• Obtain ~100% state fidelity for long ramps 
  
• Dashed line: opening a harmonic trap 
   A. Rosch et.al., PRL 101, 265301 (2008) 

A. Kantian, A. J. Daley, and P. Zoller, PRL 104, 240406 (2010)



Three-body interactions

U 3U + �U3

4

four particle occupation will typically be a good approx-
imation in the limit where �U3 � J0, J1. In the limit
J0, J1, |�U3|, |�|) ⌧ U we can now make a rotating wave
approximation, neglecting coupling terms in the Hamil-
tonian that rotate with frequencies of the order of U .
This gives us the e↵ective model

He↵ =
U

(2)
e↵

2

X

i

n
i

(n
i

� 1) +
U

(3)
e↵

6

X

i

n
i

(n
i

� 1)(n
i

� 2)

�J 0
0

X

hi,ji,n

b†
i

b
j

P
i=n,j=n+1 � J1

X

hi,ji

b†
i

b
j

, (3)

where P
i=n1,j=n2 is projector on states with particular

on-site particle numbers for the sites i and j, and J 0
0 =

J0 � J1.
In the limit J0, J1 ⌧ U , and with a homogeneous ini-

tial system "
i

= 0, this Hamiltonian also constitutes an
e↵ective model for a multiple-site system. We note that
position-dependent lattice depths, caused by the finite
beam waist of the laser light creating the lattice will give
rise to a shift in both the on-site potential "

i

and the in-
teractions U . These will lead to a spatially-varying shift
in the e↵ective detunings, and thus the final values of

U
(2)
e↵ and U

(3)
e↵ , which will become important when the

variation from site to site of "
i

becomes comparable to

U
(2)
e↵ and U

(3)
e↵ . This should play only a small role when

U
(2)
e↵ , U

(3)
e↵ � J0, J1, but in the limit where the tunneling

dominates, this technique provides a potentially interest-
ing means to engineer spatially-dependent interactions.

B. Lattice modulations

An equivalent method to generate a time-dependent
tunneling J(t) is to modulate the depth of the optical
lattice potential. This is mathematically equivalent to
Raman-induced processes, with a choice of the wave num-
bers of the Raman beams made to coincide with the lat-
tice. This technique has previously been used in spec-
troscopic studies of atoms in optical lattices [35, 48–
53]. When analysing this version by considering time-
dependent Wannier functions, we note that while the re-
lationship between the lattice depth V and the tunneling
amplitude J is nonlinear [i.e., a harmonic modulation of
V (t) will not produce a perfectly harmonic modulation
of J(t)], the process can be made linear via a straight-
forward optimization can be used to determine a form
for V (t) that will produce a desired J(t). Specifically,
a modulation of J at two di↵erent frequencies with am-
plitude 2J1 can be produced via a specifically tailored
anharmonic modulation of V (t). The nature of modulat-
ing the lattice means that for a simple modulation, we
have 2|J1| < |J0|, because otherwise we would have to
switch the sign of J in the modulation.

This procedure then gives rise to the same many-atom
Hamiltonian described above, including the correspond-

ing level of control over U
(2)
e↵ and U

(3)
e↵ by varying the
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FIG. 2: Example parameter values for (a) 133Cs, with scatter-
ing length a

s

= 350a0, where a0 is the Bohr radius, and three-
body parameterL3 = 0.5⇥ 10�25cm6s�1; and (b) 87Rb, with
scattering length a

s

= 100a0, and L3 = 2.3 ⇥ 10�28cm6s�1.
Values are shown as a function of lattice depth V0 in recoil
energy E

R

, and include the tunnelling J , unmodified on-site
interaction U , three-body shift �U3, and on-site three-body
loss rate �3, estimated for atoms in the lowest band of an
optical lattice as discussed in the text.

modulation frequencies. We note the distinction between
the lattice modulation methods we present here and the
modifications to tunneling introduced by a time-varying
potential gradient (AC driving field), which can be used
to modify the magnitude of the tunneling constant [54–
62] in a manner that depends on the amplitude and fre-
quency of the drive. These schemes do have similarities,
in so far as the e↵ective interactions can be modified,
and even tuned from repulsive to attractive by either
technique [63].

Naturally, the modulation will also cause variation of U
with time, U = U0+U1(t). However, this variation occurs
on a timescale also given by U , and is much faster than
the dynamical timescales in the e↵ective model. Under
the same conditions as the rotating wave approximation
that has already been made, this will therefore not alter
the system dynamics. Outside of this limit other physical

• Three-body constraints 

• DNLSE: Nonlinearity | |2 + �| 4|



3-body loss processes (-):

3-body interactions (+):

• Three atom collision 
• Molecule and atoms ejected from lattice 
• Ubiquitous / typically undesirable in cold atoms

• cf. broadened resonance

3-body loss as a dynamical 3-body interaction

• Dynamical suppression of 3-body occupation 

(cf. “Quantum Zeno effect”)

W.M. Itano, D.J. Heinzen, J.J. Bollinger, and D.J. Wineland, PRA 41, 2295 (1990)



Example: Atoms in a double-well

Master Equation:

Effective loss rate:

Large on-site 3-body loss rate leads to  
  suppression of 3-atom occupation

6



Effective 2-body interactions:

Effective 3-body interactions:

• Observation for loss of molecules  
    N. Syassen et al., Science 320, 1329 (2008) 
    B. Yan et al., Nature 501, 521 (2013) 
    B. Zhu et al., PRL 112, 070404 (2013) 
    J. J. Garcia-Ripoll et al., NJP. 11, 013053 (2009) 
    

State engineering: 
• Bosons: Stabilise system for attractive interactions 
• Fermions: Stabilise 3-species mixture - atomic colour superfluid

(Related work on rotating continuous systems, M Roncaglia, M Rizzi, J. I Cirac, Phys. Rev. Lett. 104, 096803 (2010))

June 8, 2014 17:4 Advances in Physics 20140602trajectories˙open˙systems˙review˙daley
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Figure 21. Quantum Zeno e↵ect for polar molecules in a 3D lattice. a, The lattice depths along x and z
are kept at 40 ER, while the lattice depth along y is reduced to allow tunneling along the y direction at a
rate Jt/~. Once two molecules in di↵erent spin states tunnel to the same site, they are lost due to chemical
reactions at a rate �

0

. b, Number loss of | #i state molecules versus time is shown for lattice depths along y
of 8.1 ER and 15.1 ER. c, The number loss rate  versus �

0

fits to a 1/�
0

dependence, which is consistent
with the quantum Zeno e↵ect. d, The number loss rate  versus Jt fits to a (Jt)2 dependence, as predicted
from the quantum Zeno e↵ect. Reprinted by permission from Macmillan Publishers Ltd: Nature, B. Yan,
S. A. Moses, B. Gadway, J. P. Covey, K. R. A. Hazzard, A. M. Rey, D. S. Jin, and J. Ye, Nature 501, 521
(2013), copyright 2013.
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Figure 22. (a) Measured number loss of | #i molecules for an axial (transverse) lattice depth of Vy = 5ER

(V? = 25ER) (circles) and best fit using a rate equation, dN#/dt = �N#(0)/[N#(t)]2 (black dashed line).
(b) Number loss rate, , as a function of �

0

(fixing J ⇡ 570 Hz and varying the bare on-site rate via
V?). (c) Number loss rate, , versus J for fixed �

0

⇡ 87 kHz (varying Vy and adjusting V? accordingly).
Vy (V?) was varied from 5 to 16ER (20 to 40ER). Black circles are experimental measurements (error
bars represent one standard error). Green short-dashed lines show solutions of the rate equation using
an e↵ective loss rate �

e↵

/ J2/�
0

(single-band approximation). The blue long-dashed line shows the
multiband rate equation using �̃

e↵

/ J̃2/�̃
0

, in which J̃ and �̃
0

are renormalized coe�cents based on the
e↵ective multi-band theory. The multiband and single-band rate equation results were obtained by fixing
the filling fraction to be 6%, and 25% respectively. Panels (b) and (c) directly manifest the continuous
quantum Zeno e↵ect: in (b) the measured loss rate  decreases with increasing on-site �

0

; in (c) a fit to
the experimental data supports  / J2, with a �2 (sum of the squared fitting errors) several times smaller
than for a linear fit. Reprinted figure with permission from B. Zhu et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 112, 070404
(2014). Copyright 2014 by the American Physical Society.

We can then consider the loss as having two e↵ects: it produces states with two
less particles, with the corresponding coupling between density matrices given by
the recycling term, and for a fixed particle number, it provides an e↵ective two-
body on-site interaction term with an imaginary coe�cient. This term generates
the quantum Zeno e↵ect analogously to the case of a two-level system discussed in
section 5.3.1.

An identical treatment can also be performed to describe two-particle losses in
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suring xBEC as a sensitive indicator for the energy deposited
into the system. Figure 2(a) shows the measured excitation
spectrum for aS= �306a0 in the vicinity of |U |/h ⇡ 1.6kHz
as calculated from the standard BH model. A double reso-
nance structure can clearly be identified, similar to our previ-
ous work in the regime of strong repulsive interactions [28].
At comparatively low initial densities, with a small number
of doubly occupied sites, the lower resonance is dominant,
whereas for higher initial densities, giving a larger fraction
of doubly occupied sites, the upper resonance becomes more
pronounced at the expense of the lower resonance. As in the
repulsive case, this splitting is caused by the energy differ-
ence for excitations in the different Mott shells through ef-
fective multibody interactions for three particles at the same
lattice site [20]. We associate the lower resonance with exci-
tations in the singly occupied shell, creating doubly occupied
sites, i. e. two-body bound states in the presence of the lat-
tice, and the upper resonance with excitations in the doubly
occupied shell, creating triply occupied sites, i. e. three-body
bound states in the presence of the lattice. In contrast to the
repulsive case [28] the three-body resonance is now at higher
energies. Our interpretation is confirmed by a measurement
of the number of doubly occupied sites through molecule for-
mation [27]. Figure 2(b) shows the molecule number NM as
a function of fM. For the lower resonance we find a greatly
increased probability for dimer formation, which we attribute
to an increase in the number of sites with double occupancy,
while for the upper resonance we observe a strongly reduced
probability for dimer formation, in agreement with the fact
that doubly occupied sites are resonantly emptied upon mod-
ulation and that particles at triply occupied sites are lost due
to fast three-body recombination at negative aS [21].

Figure 2(c) shows excitation spectra taken over a compara-
tively large frequency range as aS is varied from �112a0 to
�2334a0. The resonance discussed above corresponding to
the excitation into the two-body bound state is clearly visible
and it is shifted to higher frequencies as |aS| is increased, as
one would expect. The three-body resonance is only visible
for weak interaction strengths. It also shifts to higher fre-
quencies, as expected. We will discuss the behavior of this
resonance below. Interestingly, we observe another resonance
with an inverse behavior compared to the two-body and three-
body resonances, with decreasing frequency as |aS| increases.
We observe an additional resonance at twice the frequency
with the same behavior, visible in the spectra taken for strong
interactions. These resonances do not disappear when we pre-
pare a purely singly-occupied Mott insulator. We therefore
suspect that they are related to excitations into the first excited
two-body bound state of the lattice [19]. The strong visibility
of the half-frequency resonance most likely is a result of the
presence of the first harmonic in the frequency spectrum of J,
which for our parameters reaches a strength of up to 20% of
the main frequency component [29].

Figure 3 provides an overview over the measured excita-
tion energies DE as aS is varied and compares our data to the
prediction by theory [19, 28]. The three relevant excitation
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FIG. 3: (color online) Excitation energies DE into two- and three-
body bound states. Two-body bound state excitation energy (circles),
three-body bound state excitation energy (squares), and first excited
two-body bound state excitation energy (diamonds, obtained by dou-
bling the measured values) are shown as a function of aS. We have
added to the plot the data for aS > 0 from Ref. [28], augmented by
new measurements for aS > 1000a0. The shaded areas at the top
indicate the first two single-particle bands. The solid (dashed) line
is the calculated excitation energies for the two-body (three-body)
bound state and the dotted line is the calculated excitation energy for
the first excited two-body bound state. The dashed-dotted line is the
standard BH model calculation. The vertical error bars reflect the
one-sigma statistical error as derived from the gaussian fit. The hori-
zontal error bars indicate the variation of aS over the cloud due to the
gradient in B. The inset illustrates the main excitation processes.

processes are illustrated in the inset to this figure. We deter-
mine DE = h fM,c by fitting simple gaussians to the loss fea-
tures as shown in Figure 2(a) and taking the peak positions
fM,c. The data for repulsive interactions (aS > 0) is taken
from Ref. [28], augmented by new measurements at strong re-
pulsive interactions (aS > 1000a0). In general, we find good
agreement between our measurements and the calculated en-
ergies for the excitations to the lowest-band two-body bound
state using the exact numerical results [19, 29], and the fitting
function described in Ref. [28], which extrapolates the result
for the three-body resonance from Ref. [19]. Only for compar-
atively strongly attractive interactions do we find a significant
deviation for the energy of the three-body bound state, which
is expected due to more complex three-body physics arising
at negative values for the scattering length [30]. The exci-
tation energies into the first excited two-body bound states,
derived by doubling the measured frequency values, show the
same qualitative behavior as the exact numerical calculations
[19, 29], though with a significant offset for strong attractive
interactions. Note that the exact numerical analysis is only
valid for two particles or a very dilute system, and does not

P. R. Johnson et al., New J. Phys. 11, 093022 (2009)
S. Will et al., Nature 465, 197 (2010

�U3

M. Mark et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 108, 215302 (2012)

What about using coherent shifts?

U 3U + �U3
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rectly engineered by varying the lattice depth. In each
case, when we consider the resulting e↵ective tunneling
process, we see that where a particle in a singly occu-
pied site tunnels resonantly onto an empty neighbouring
site with amplitude J0 and the modulated part of the
coupling plays little role, as it is far detuned from the
transition when !

m

⇠ U � J0, J1. This is depicted in
Fig. 1a. When a particle in a singly occupied site tun-
nels onto an initially singly-occupied neighbouring site,
the coupling will have amplitude J1, as the unmodu-
lated coupling is far from resonance, as shown in Fig. 1b.
This creates an occupation-dependent tunneling ampli-
tude, and for a lattice system with singly and doubly
occupied sites only, gives rise to an e↵ective two-body
interaction determined by the detuning of the modula-

tion, U
(2)
e↵ = �� = !

m

� U . This can be extended
to work for occupations up to three particles on any
lattice site by the introduction of a second modulation
frequency, J(t) = J0 + J1[cos(!m1t) + cos(!

m2t)], with
!

m2 = 2U + �, that provides the coupling J1 with the

same detuning and e↵ective two-body interaction U
(2)
e↵

when an atom in a singly occupied site tunnels onto a site
that is already doubly occupied. This e↵ective two-body

interaction, U
(2)
e↵ can now be made positive or negative

by tuning �, giving us a new way to flexibly control the
two-body interactions. Moreover, this interaction can be
made much smaller than �U3, which results in dominant,
real three-body interactions in the system. We note that
in order to ensure that the approximation that we essen-
tially have at most three atoms per site remains valid,

we require that �U3 � U
(2)
e↵ if we enter a regime where

U
(2)
e↵ = �� ⇠ J1.

Below we analyze this scheme in detail for implemen-
tations with laser-assisted tunneling and lattice modula-
tions. We first begin by considering a two-site system,
and then write down an general e↵ective lattice model,
which is valid in the limit J ⌧ U ⇠ !

m

⌧ !
g

.

A. Laser-assisted tunneling

The first realization of this scheme can be achieved
with laser-assisted tunneling, which has recently been
used to implement gauge fields in experiments [45, 46]. A
related scheme was also recently suggested as a means to
produce an occupation-dependent tunneling phase, lead-
ing to anyonic statistics in 1D [47]. The idea is to produce
a Raman process at two di↵erent frequencies, correspond-
ing to energy di↵erences of !

m1 and !
m2 [87], which can

provide the necessary energy to particle as they tunnel.
Note that our scheme does not require change in an inter-
nal spin state, and so can be detuned far from resonance,
thus reducing heating from light scattering.

In combination with standard tunnelling (which will
remain the dominant process for a particle tunnelling res-
onantly between two sites), the Raman processes give rise

to the e↵ective tunneling

J(t) = J0+J1

�
ei!

m1t + e�i!

m1t

�
+J1

�
ei!

m2t + e�i!

m2t

�
,

(2)
with !

m1 = U+� and !
m2 = 2U+� as defined above. If

we assume that the lattice is separable and consider tun-
nelling along one lattice axis, e

x

, then for small coupling,
we note that

J1 ⇡
Z

dx w(x)ei�k.e
x

xw(x � a),

with �k the di↵erence in wave numbers for the two arms
of the Raman transition, w(x) the Wannier function in
the lowest Bloch band along direction e

x

, and a the cor-
resdponing lattice spacing.
We will now consider the e↵ects of this time-dependent

tunneling on a two-site system. We will neglect correc-
tions for higher occupation numbers than 3 atoms per
site, which is valid provided U � J and that the filling
factor on the lattice is su�ciently small. In the limit
!

g

� U � �U3, J0, J1, the Hilbert space of the sys-
tem with an unspecified total particle number is divided
into di↵erent manifolds with di↵erent expectation values
E

U

= hH
U

i of the hamiltonian H
U

= (U/2)
P

i

n̂
i

(n̂
i

�1).
As U the largest energy scale in the problem once we re-
strict to the lowest Bloch band, these manifolds are cou-
pled only by the oscillating terms proportional to J1, as
other processes are far o↵ resonance and can be removed
in perturbation theory. Within each manifold, the de-
generacy of states is partially lifted by tunneling terms
proportional to J0 that couple states inside each mani-
fold. We can then characterize the tunneling in a basis
of states with fixed occupation numbers (n

L

, n
R

) on each
site, by calculating the coupling strength and detuning
from the nearest coupling resonance between each combi-
nation of states. Computing the final and initial energy

expectation values of H
U

,E(f)
U

and E
(i)
U

, these can be
tabulated for up to four-particle occupations as:

Initial Final E
(f)
U

� E
(i)
U

Detuning Coupling

(0,1) (1,0) 0 0 J0

(1,1) (2,0) U � J1

(1,2) (2,1) 0 0 J0

(1,2) (0,3) 2U -�U3 �� �U3 J1

(2,2) (3,1) U��U3 �� �U3 J1

(1,3) (0,4) 3U + �U4 � �U3 - -

(2,3) (3,2) 0 0 J0

(2,3) (1,4) 2U + �U4 � �U3 �� U4 + �U3 J1

(3,3) (4,2) U + �U4 � 2�U3 �� U4 + 2�U3 J1

We note immediately that the energy di↵erences can
now be characterized in terms of the e↵ective two-body

interaction U
(2)
e↵ = ��, which is controllable via the mod-

ulation frequencies !
w1 and !

w2, and the three-body

interaction U
(3)
e↵ = �U3. In a typical experiment, we

would expect that |�U4| > |�U3|, and hence neglecting
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4

four particle occupation will typically be a good approx-
imation in the limit where �U3 � J0, J1. In the limit
J0, J1, |�U3|, |�|) ⌧ U we can now make a rotating wave
approximation, neglecting coupling terms in the Hamil-
tonian that rotate with frequencies of the order of U .
This gives us the e↵ective model

He↵ =
U

(2)
e↵

2

X

i

n
i

(n
i

� 1) +
U

(3)
e↵

6

X

i

n
i

(n
i

� 1)(n
i

� 2)

�J 0
0

X

hi,ji,n

b†
i

b
j

P
i=n,j=n+1 � J1

X

hi,ji

b†
i

b
j

, (3)

where P
i=n1,j=n2 is projector on states with particular

on-site particle numbers for the sites i and j, and J 0
0 =

J0 � J1.
In the limit J0, J1 ⌧ U , and with a homogeneous ini-

tial system "
i

= 0, this Hamiltonian also constitutes an
e↵ective model for a multiple-site system. We note that
position-dependent lattice depths, caused by the finite
beam waist of the laser light creating the lattice will give
rise to a shift in both the on-site potential "

i

and the in-
teractions U . These will lead to a spatially-varying shift
in the e↵ective detunings, and thus the final values of

U
(2)
e↵ and U

(3)
e↵ , which will become important when the

variation from site to site of "
i

becomes comparable to

U
(2)
e↵ and U

(3)
e↵ . This should play only a small role when

U
(2)
e↵ , U

(3)
e↵ � J0, J1, but in the limit where the tunneling

dominates, this technique provides a potentially interest-
ing means to engineer spatially-dependent interactions.

B. Lattice modulations

An equivalent method to generate a time-dependent
tunneling J(t) is to modulate the depth of the optical
lattice potential. This is mathematically equivalent to
Raman-induced processes, with a choice of the wave num-
bers of the Raman beams made to coincide with the lat-
tice. This technique has previously been used in spec-
troscopic studies of atoms in optical lattices [35, 48–
53]. When analysing this version by considering time-
dependent Wannier functions, we note that while the re-
lationship between the lattice depth V and the tunneling
amplitude J is nonlinear [i.e., a harmonic modulation of
V (t) will not produce a perfectly harmonic modulation
of J(t)], the process can be made linear via a straight-
forward optimization can be used to determine a form
for V (t) that will produce a desired J(t). Specifically,
a modulation of J at two di↵erent frequencies with am-
plitude 2J1 can be produced via a specifically tailored
anharmonic modulation of V (t). The nature of modulat-
ing the lattice means that for a simple modulation, we
have 2|J1| < |J0|, because otherwise we would have to
switch the sign of J in the modulation.

This procedure then gives rise to the same many-atom
Hamiltonian described above, including the correspond-

ing level of control over U
(2)
e↵ and U

(3)
e↵ by varying the
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FIG. 2: Example parameter values for (a) 133Cs, with scatter-
ing length a

s

= 350a0, where a0 is the Bohr radius, and three-
body parameterL3 = 0.5⇥ 10�25cm6s�1; and (b) 87Rb, with
scattering length a

s

= 100a0, and L3 = 2.3 ⇥ 10�28cm6s�1.
Values are shown as a function of lattice depth V0 in recoil
energy E

R

, and include the tunnelling J , unmodified on-site
interaction U , three-body shift �U3, and on-site three-body
loss rate �3, estimated for atoms in the lowest band of an
optical lattice as discussed in the text.

modulation frequencies. We note the distinction between
the lattice modulation methods we present here and the
modifications to tunneling introduced by a time-varying
potential gradient (AC driving field), which can be used
to modify the magnitude of the tunneling constant [54–
62] in a manner that depends on the amplitude and fre-
quency of the drive. These schemes do have similarities,
in so far as the e↵ective interactions can be modified,
and even tuned from repulsive to attractive by either
technique [63].

Naturally, the modulation will also cause variation of U
with time, U = U0+U1(t). However, this variation occurs
on a timescale also given by U , and is much faster than
the dynamical timescales in the e↵ective model. Under
the same conditions as the rotating wave approximation
that has already been made, this will therefore not alter
the system dynamics. Outside of this limit other physical

J 0
0 = J0 � J1

2

state preparation is particularly important, because in
the most straightforward experimental implementations,
our scheme will lead to a large attractive three-body in-
teraction. However, under the right circumstances, large
attractive three-body interactions can suppress triply oc-
cupied sites to the same extent as repulsive three-body
interactions. As an example, we consider the dynamics
of time-dependent ramps that could be used to realize
many-body states of dimers in 1D.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In
section II we describe the procedure to enhance the role
of three-body interactions using laser assisted tunneling
or lattice modulation. In sections III – V we then give
examples of many-body physics that is made accessible
by this scheme, beginning with section III, where we de-
rive a mean-field phase diagram for the Bose-Hubbard
model with finite three-body interactions. In section
IV we discuss controlling dimer-dimer interactions for
attractive two-body interactions via the e↵ective three-
body interaction, and in section V, we consider time-
dependent preparation of many-body states, which are
typically metastable in this system. This is illustrated by
analyzing preparation of the states discussed in section
IV. In section VI we provide a summary and outlook.

II. ENGINEERING 3-BODY INTERACTIONS
VIA MODULATION OR LASER ASSISTED

TUNNELING

The three-body interactions we consider here arise
physically because of shifts in the bound state energies
corresponding to di↵erent numbers of particles on a lat-
tice site [33–41]. In their simplest form these corrections
arise due to interactions coupling the system virtually
to higher Bloch bands [38]. This can be seen intuitively,
e.g., as a broadening of the on-site wavefunction for repul-
sive interactions, which reduces the e↵ective interaction
energy for larger n. The standard Bose-Hubbard Hamil-
tonian describing bosonic atoms in the lowest band of
a deep optical lattice can be modified to reproduce the
number-dependent bound state energies [34, 35, 38] as
(~ ⌘ 1)
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where b
i

is a standard bosonic annihilation operator for
an atom on site i, n̂

i

= b†
i

b
i

, h. . .i denotes a sum over
neighboring sites, J is the tunneling amplitude between
nearest neighbor sites, "

i

is the energy shift at site i due to
external trapping potentials, U is the onsite interaction
energy shift for two particles on a site, and �U3 is the

!
m U

a) b)

FIG. 1: Schematic of the laser-assisted tunneling scheme that
converts three-body shifts into dominant three-body interac-
tions, in a strongly interacting system, U � J . (a) By adding
a Raman process with frequency !

m

⇠ U , we do not a↵ect
tunneling where an atom in a singly occupied site tunnels into
an unoccupied site (or the equivalent process where an atom
from a doubly occupied site tunnels onto a site with a single
particle present). However, (b) the sideband gives rise to near-
resonant couplings when an atom in a singly occupied site
tunnels so as to produce a doubly occupied site. For U � J
This results in an e↵ective model where U (2)

e↵ = !
m

� U .

correction to this energy shift when three particles are
present on a lattice site. Similar terms for N > 3 particles
are included with shifts proportional to �U

N

. For atoms
in a Harmonic trap, �U3 can be estimated as U/(1 +
U/!

g

)�U , where !
g

is the oscillator spacing [35, 37, 38].
We note that while shifts in this form typically give rise
to �U3 < 0, the alternative of introducing an RF coupling
to a three-body bound state [19] could give rise to 3-body
shifts of either sign.

Some care must be taken in using this model, as the
single band Bose-Hubbard model is only valid in the limit
Un̄/!

g

⌧ 1, with n̄ the mean density, where �U
N

only
makes very small modifications to the system dynam-
ics. As shown in Ref. [44], once o↵-resonant coupling
to higher bands is important and thus �U

N

significant,
the single band Bose-Hubbard model will not be able to
simultaneously reproduce the scattering amplitude and
bound state energies for two particles in an optical lat-
tice. Here we will use this model only in the limit where
U � J , and consider coupling between neighboring lat-
tice sites that relies on an accurate description of the
bound state energies. We will also assume that all pa-
rameters other than U are much smaller than !

g

, so that
higher bands are only virtually populated and their e↵ect
incorporated through interaction shifts �U

N

as written
above.

Below we outline two schemes to make �U3 the dom-
inant interaction scale in the system dynamics. The
basic principle for both schemes is sketched in Fig. 1.
We work in the limit described above, where U � J ,
and engineer a time-dependent J with a modulation fre-
quency !

m

⇠ U , of the form J(t) = J0 + J1 cos(!m

t).
In the case of a laser assisted tunneling produced by a
Raman coupling, this can be produced by choosing a Ra-
man detuning !

m

, and in the case of a modulated lat-
tice, this time-dependence of the tunneling can be di-

J0

J1

Modulation scheme:
• Raman dressing (non spin-changing) or lattice modulations (anharmonic)

U � J0

3

rectly engineered by varying the lattice depth. In each
case, when we consider the resulting e↵ective tunneling
process, we see that where a particle in a singly occu-
pied site tunnels resonantly onto an empty neighbouring
site with amplitude J0 and the modulated part of the
coupling plays little role, as it is far detuned from the
transition when !

m

⇠ U � J0, J1. This is depicted in
Fig. 1a. When a particle in a singly occupied site tun-
nels onto an initially singly-occupied neighbouring site,
the coupling will have amplitude J1, as the unmodu-
lated coupling is far from resonance, as shown in Fig. 1b.
This creates an occupation-dependent tunneling ampli-
tude, and for a lattice system with singly and doubly
occupied sites only, gives rise to an e↵ective two-body
interaction determined by the detuning of the modula-

tion, U
(2)
e↵ = �� = !

m

� U . This can be extended
to work for occupations up to three particles on any
lattice site by the introduction of a second modulation
frequency, J(t) = J0 + J1[cos(!m1t) + cos(!

m2t)], with
!

m2 = 2U + �, that provides the coupling J1 with the

same detuning and e↵ective two-body interaction U
(2)
e↵

when an atom in a singly occupied site tunnels onto a site
that is already doubly occupied. This e↵ective two-body

interaction, U
(2)
e↵ can now be made positive or negative

by tuning �, giving us a new way to flexibly control the
two-body interactions. Moreover, this interaction can be
made much smaller than �U3, which results in dominant,
real three-body interactions in the system. We note that
in order to ensure that the approximation that we essen-
tially have at most three atoms per site remains valid,

we require that �U3 � U
(2)
e↵ if we enter a regime where

U
(2)
e↵ = �� ⇠ J1.

Below we analyze this scheme in detail for implemen-
tations with laser-assisted tunneling and lattice modula-
tions. We first begin by considering a two-site system,
and then write down an general e↵ective lattice model,
which is valid in the limit J ⌧ U ⇠ !

m

⌧ !
g

.

A. Laser-assisted tunneling

The first realization of this scheme can be achieved
with laser-assisted tunneling, which has recently been
used to implement gauge fields in experiments [45, 46]. A
related scheme was also recently suggested as a means to
produce an occupation-dependent tunneling phase, lead-
ing to anyonic statistics in 1D [47]. The idea is to produce
a Raman process at two di↵erent frequencies, correspond-
ing to energy di↵erences of !

m1 and !
m2 [87], which can

provide the necessary energy to particle as they tunnel.
Note that our scheme does not require change in an inter-
nal spin state, and so can be detuned far from resonance,
thus reducing heating from light scattering.

In combination with standard tunnelling (which will
remain the dominant process for a particle tunnelling res-
onantly between two sites), the Raman processes give rise

to the e↵ective tunneling

J(t) = J0+J1

�
ei!

m1t + e�i!

m1t

�
+J1

�
ei!

m2t + e�i!

m2t

�
,

(2)
with !

m1 = U+� and !
m2 = 2U+� as defined above. If

we assume that the lattice is separable and consider tun-
nelling along one lattice axis, e

x

, then for small coupling,
we note that

J1 ⇡
Z

dx w(x)ei�k.e
x

xw(x � a),

with �k the di↵erence in wave numbers for the two arms
of the Raman transition, w(x) the Wannier function in
the lowest Bloch band along direction e

x

, and a the cor-
resdponing lattice spacing.
We will now consider the e↵ects of this time-dependent

tunneling on a two-site system. We will neglect correc-
tions for higher occupation numbers than 3 atoms per
site, which is valid provided U � J and that the filling
factor on the lattice is su�ciently small. In the limit
!

g

� U � �U3, J0, J1, the Hilbert space of the sys-
tem with an unspecified total particle number is divided
into di↵erent manifolds with di↵erent expectation values
E

U

= hH
U

i of the hamiltonian H
U

= (U/2)
P

i

n̂
i

(n̂
i

�1).
As U the largest energy scale in the problem once we re-
strict to the lowest Bloch band, these manifolds are cou-
pled only by the oscillating terms proportional to J1, as
other processes are far o↵ resonance and can be removed
in perturbation theory. Within each manifold, the de-
generacy of states is partially lifted by tunneling terms
proportional to J0 that couple states inside each mani-
fold. We can then characterize the tunneling in a basis
of states with fixed occupation numbers (n

L

, n
R

) on each
site, by calculating the coupling strength and detuning
from the nearest coupling resonance between each combi-
nation of states. Computing the final and initial energy

expectation values of H
U

,E(f)
U

and E
(i)
U

, these can be
tabulated for up to four-particle occupations as:

Initial Final E
(f)
U

� E
(i)
U

Detuning Coupling

(0,1) (1,0) 0 0 J0

(1,1) (2,0) U � J1

(1,2) (2,1) 0 0 J0

(1,2) (0,3) 2U -�U3 �� �U3 J1

(2,2) (3,1) U��U3 �� �U3 J1

(1,3) (0,4) 3U + �U4 � �U3 - -

(2,3) (3,2) 0 0 J0

(2,3) (1,4) 2U + �U4 � �U3 �� U4 + �U3 J1

(3,3) (4,2) U + �U4 � 2�U3 �� U4 + 2�U3 J1

We note immediately that the energy di↵erences can
now be characterized in terms of the e↵ective two-body

interaction U
(2)
e↵ = ��, which is controllable via the mod-

ulation frequencies !
w1 and !

w2, and the three-body

interaction U
(3)
e↵ = �U3. In a typical experiment, we

would expect that |�U4| > |�U3|, and hence neglecting

• Detuning controls two-body interactions 
• Three-body interaction can become dominant
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ensures that the Mott Insulator phase for n = 2 extends

to attractive values of U
(2)
e↵ . For U

(2)
e↵ < 0, we observe a

DSF at most filling factors, with the transition for n = 1

occurring at U
(2)
e↵ /(Jz) = �3 � 2

p
2. As U

(2)
e↵ is further

increased, we see the e↵ects of the finite three-body in-
teraction. We first observe a transition where the DSF
is broken because it is favorable to create a mixture of
doubly and triply occupied sites, and then another tran-
sition where it is not favorable to occupy any site with
less than three particles, creating a phase of trimers.

We note that when J 0
0 6= 0, there will be shifts of this

phase diagram. Even for U
(2)
e↵ = 0 there is a significant

di↵erence in the Gutzwiller coe�cients for the two tun-
neling terms, and it is possible that J 0

0 6= 0 may give rise
to an additional type of ordering not captured within
mean-field.

IV. CONTROLLING DIMER-DIMER
INTERACTIONS FOR ATTRACTIVE BOSONS

Along the n = 1 line for large |U (2)
e↵ | � J1, with

U
(2)
e↵ < 0 we expect that there can be a competition be-

tween DSF order and charge-density wave (CDW) order
[6, 10, 11, 65]. The latter is characterised by diagonal or-
der, i.e., a crystal-like state with order in density-density
correlation functions hn̂

i

n̂
j

i � hn̂
i

ihn̂
j

i (although in 1D
with algebraically decaying correlations). In this regime,
essentially all particles are bound as dimers, and we can
write an e↵ective model in second order perturbation the-
ory for the motion of dimers, which behave as hard-core
bosons with operators d

i

= b2
i

[6, 10, 11, 65]. This is
based on restricting the system to a manifold in which
all particles are bound dimers, and computing coupling
between states via virtual transitions to other manifolds.
The corresponding Hamiltonian is

H
d

=
X

hi,ji

⇣
�J

d

d†
i

d
j

+ U
d

d†
i

d
i

d†
j

d
j

+ 2"
j

d†
j

d
j

⌘
(4)

Here, the coe�cients J
d

and U
d

can be computed in sec-
ond order perturbation theory, and depend on how the
dimers are formed, and on e↵ective three-body interac-
tions. For notational convenience, let us write J ⌘ J1.
We note that in second order perturbation theory the
terms in J0 play no role, because all processes appearing
in this order involve breaking dimers.

As demonstrated in Fig. 4, the competition between
DSF and CDW order in a 1D system can be charac-
terized by the algebraic decay of the single dimer den-
sity matrix, S

i,j

= hd†
i

d
j

i (which indicates DSF or-
der), and the density-density correlation function D

i,j

=

hd†
i

d
i

d†
j

d
j

i � hd†
i

d
i

ihd†
j

d
j

i (which indicates CDW order).
At long distances, the physics will be dominated by the
order for which the corresponding correlation function
has the slower algebraic decay. In Fig. 4a, we show the
correlation functions for J

d

= U
d

and a system at half

filling of dimers, which are computed in imaginary time
evolution with time-dependent density matrix renormal-
ization group (t-DMRG) methods [66–70]. In Fig. 4b, we
show extracted decay exponents K

S

and K
D

for the cor-
relation functions, together with fitting errors. In good
agreement with expressions obtained previously analyt-
ically [6, 10, 11, 65] we find that in a 48-site system
with half-filling of dimers, DSF order dominates when
U

d

& 2J
d

. We note that for open boundary conditions, it
is important to calculate correlation functions in the cen-
ter of the system, as the correlation functions will decay
faster due to boundary e↵ects. In a harmonic trap the fill-
ing will very across the system, and di↵erent phases can
dominate in di↵erent regions, as is discussed in Ref. [10].
In the case discussed in Refs. [6, 10, 11], with a three-

body hard-core constraint,

J
d

=
2J2

U
(2)
e↵

, U
d

=
4J2

U
(2)
e↵

,

which leaves the system exactly on the boundary where
the CDW and DSF orders coexist. With attrac-
tively bound dimers, and no three-body constraint (just
metastability) [65],

J
d

=
2J2

U
(2)
e↵

, U
d

=
8J2

U
(2)
e↵

,

where interactions dominate, and only the CDW appears.
Here, with a finite 3-body interaction U3 that dominates
U , we find instead that

J
d

=
2J2

U
(2)
e↵

, U
d

=
4J2

U
(2)
e↵

� 4J2

U
(3)
e↵

.

The sign of the correction, and thus the determination of
whether we observe CDW or DSF order is based on the
sign of U

(3)
e↵ . For U

(3)
e↵ > 0, DSF order is favored, and for

U
(3)
e↵ < 0, CDW order is favored.
The CDW phase could be most easily observed in ex-

periments with a quantum gas microscope, directly mea-
suring the distribution of doubly-occupied sites [36] and
computing the related correlation functions. The DSF
phase is characterised by dimers with long-range order.
In an experiment, one would see (1) pairs forming (i.e.,
a large probability of observing two atoms per site), and
(2) as the DSF forms from a SF phase, disappearance
of the interference peak in the single-particle momen-
tum distribution. This is because the long range order
for single atoms goes away. To see long range order for
dimers, the dimers could be associated to molecules and
then released from the lattice to perform a time-of flight
measurement of the momentum distribution. In princi-
ple, this could be done with Feshbach molecules, at the
risk of some collisional loss from colliding molecules dur-
ing the measurement process. Another alternative would
be to detect the dimer-dimer correlation functions using
noise-correlation measurements [71, 72]. We discuss the
adiabatic preparation of states in these regimes below.
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and a system at half

filling of dimers, which are computed in imaginary time
evolution with time-dependent density matrix renormal-
ization group (t-DMRG) methods [66–70]. In Fig. 4b, we
show extracted decay exponents K
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for the cor-
relation functions, together with fitting errors. In good
agreement with expressions obtained previously analyt-
ically [6, 10, 11, 65] we find that in a 48-site system
with half-filling of dimers, DSF order dominates when
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. We note that for open boundary conditions, it
is important to calculate correlation functions in the cen-
ter of the system, as the correlation functions will decay
faster due to boundary e↵ects. In a harmonic trap the fill-
ing will very across the system, and di↵erent phases can
dominate in di↵erent regions, as is discussed in Ref. [10].
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The CDW phase could be most easily observed in ex-

periments with a quantum gas microscope, directly mea-
suring the distribution of doubly-occupied sites [36] and
computing the related correlation functions. The DSF
phase is characterised by dimers with long-range order.
In an experiment, one would see (1) pairs forming (i.e.,
a large probability of observing two atoms per site), and
(2) as the DSF forms from a SF phase, disappearance
of the interference peak in the single-particle momen-
tum distribution. This is because the long range order
for single atoms goes away. To see long range order for
dimers, the dimers could be associated to molecules and
then released from the lattice to perform a time-of flight
measurement of the momentum distribution. In princi-
ple, this could be done with Feshbach molecules, at the
risk of some collisional loss from colliding molecules dur-
ing the measurement process. Another alternative would
be to detect the dimer-dimer correlation functions using
noise-correlation measurements [71, 72]. We discuss the
adiabatic preparation of states in these regimes below.
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FIG. 4: Ground state correlations in the interacting dimer
model (eq. (4)), for 24 dimers on 48 lattice sites, with box
boundary conditions and "

i

= 0. (a) Example correlation
functions S

i,j

= hd†
i

d
j

i (which indicates DSF order), and
D

i,j

= hd†
i

d
i

d†
j

d
j

i � hd†
i

d
i

ihd†
j

d
j
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braic decay of the correlation functions D
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. These are determined by fitting to correlation functions
starting from site 9 (to avoid boundary e↵ects), and extend-
ing over 15 lattice sites. Error bars represent the range of K
values fitted by least squares methods to the correlation func-
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and D9,9+l

points over l =7–15 sites. These calcu-
lations are converged with DMRG bond dimension � = 200.
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STATE PREPARATION

In a typical experiment, U
(3)
e↵ will be negative irrespec-

tive of the value of U , because it arises in second order
perturbation theory from coupling of atoms in the low-
est band to higher bands. Although RF couplings to 3-
body bound states can give rise to positive shifts [19], and

hence U
(3)
e↵ > 0, it is therefore important to ask how inter-

esting states can be prepared without the system collaps-
ing due to the attractive interactions. For this, we need to
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FIG. 5: Adiabatic preparation of dimer states from a Mott
insulator in a superlattice. Here we show the results of time-
dependent DMRG numerical simulations based on eq. (3),
showing a time-dependent ramp in a superlattice of period
2, from a two-particle Mott insulator in the lowest wells to
regimes with di↵erent signs of U (3)

e↵ , which change the strength
of the e↵ective o↵-site interaction between dimers. The su-
perlattice depth is ramped from V

SL

= 20J to V
SL

= 0 in
an exponential ramp with a time constant ⌧ramp = 4J�1. We

choose U (2)
e↵ = �8J and compute the dynamics for 24 par-

ticles on 25 lattice sites with box boundary conditions. (a)
Mean on-site occupation hn̂

x

i at the end of the ramp for oc-

cupation U (3)
e↵ > 0 (red solid line) and U (3)

e↵ < 0 (blue dashed
line). We observe enhanced oscillations characteristic of the

stronger repulsive interaction generated when U (3)
e↵ < 0 (see

the text for details). (b) The on-site occupation hn̂
i

i plotted

as a function of time during the ramp for U (3)
e↵ > 0.

consider the case where we form metastable many-body
states, by beginning in states that contain essentially no
triply occupied sites and allowing the strong attractive
three-body interaction to prevent triple occupation. This
works in an optical lattice because there on typical exper-
imental timescales there are no mechanisms available to
dissipatively remove energy from the system, and triply
occupied sites therefore cannot be formed due to energy
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ensures that the Mott Insulator phase for n = 2 extends

to attractive values of U
(2)
e↵ . For U

(2)
e↵ < 0, we observe a

DSF at most filling factors, with the transition for n = 1

occurring at U
(2)
e↵ /(Jz) = �3 � 2

p
2. As U

(2)
e↵ is further

increased, we see the e↵ects of the finite three-body in-
teraction. We first observe a transition where the DSF
is broken because it is favorable to create a mixture of
doubly and triply occupied sites, and then another tran-
sition where it is not favorable to occupy any site with
less than three particles, creating a phase of trimers.

We note that when J 0
0 6= 0, there will be shifts of this

phase diagram. Even for U
(2)
e↵ = 0 there is a significant

di↵erence in the Gutzwiller coe�cients for the two tun-
neling terms, and it is possible that J 0

0 6= 0 may give rise
to an additional type of ordering not captured within
mean-field.

IV. CONTROLLING DIMER-DIMER
INTERACTIONS FOR ATTRACTIVE BOSONS

Along the n = 1 line for large |U (2)
e↵ | � J1, with

U
(2)
e↵ < 0 we expect that there can be a competition be-

tween DSF order and charge-density wave (CDW) order
[6, 10, 11, 65]. The latter is characterised by diagonal or-
der, i.e., a crystal-like state with order in density-density
correlation functions hn̂

i

n̂
j

i � hn̂
i

ihn̂
j

i (although in 1D
with algebraically decaying correlations). In this regime,
essentially all particles are bound as dimers, and we can
write an e↵ective model in second order perturbation the-
ory for the motion of dimers, which behave as hard-core
bosons with operators d

i

= b2
i

[6, 10, 11, 65]. This is
based on restricting the system to a manifold in which
all particles are bound dimers, and computing coupling
between states via virtual transitions to other manifolds.
The corresponding Hamiltonian is

H
d

=
X

hi,ji

⇣
�J

d

d†
i

d
j

+ U
d

d†
i

d
i

d†
j

d
j

+ 2"
j

d†
j

d
j

⌘
(4)

Here, the coe�cients J
d

and U
d

can be computed in sec-
ond order perturbation theory, and depend on how the
dimers are formed, and on e↵ective three-body interac-
tions. For notational convenience, let us write J ⌘ J1.
We note that in second order perturbation theory the
terms in J0 play no role, because all processes appearing
in this order involve breaking dimers.

As demonstrated in Fig. 4, the competition between
DSF and CDW order in a 1D system can be charac-
terized by the algebraic decay of the single dimer den-
sity matrix, S

i,j

= hd†
i

d
j

i (which indicates DSF or-
der), and the density-density correlation function D

i,j

=

hd†
i

d
i

d†
j

d
j

i � hd†
i

d
i

ihd†
j

d
j

i (which indicates CDW order).
At long distances, the physics will be dominated by the
order for which the corresponding correlation function
has the slower algebraic decay. In Fig. 4a, we show the
correlation functions for J

d

= U
d

and a system at half

filling of dimers, which are computed in imaginary time
evolution with time-dependent density matrix renormal-
ization group (t-DMRG) methods [66–70]. In Fig. 4b, we
show extracted decay exponents K

S

and K
D

for the cor-
relation functions, together with fitting errors. In good
agreement with expressions obtained previously analyt-
ically [6, 10, 11, 65] we find that in a 48-site system
with half-filling of dimers, DSF order dominates when
U

d

& 2J
d

. We note that for open boundary conditions, it
is important to calculate correlation functions in the cen-
ter of the system, as the correlation functions will decay
faster due to boundary e↵ects. In a harmonic trap the fill-
ing will very across the system, and di↵erent phases can
dominate in di↵erent regions, as is discussed in Ref. [10].
In the case discussed in Refs. [6, 10, 11], with a three-

body hard-core constraint,

J
d

=
2J2

U
(2)
e↵

, U
d

=
4J2

U
(2)
e↵

,

which leaves the system exactly on the boundary where
the CDW and DSF orders coexist. With attrac-
tively bound dimers, and no three-body constraint (just
metastability) [65],

J
d

=
2J2

U
(2)
e↵

, U
d

=
8J2

U
(2)
e↵

,

where interactions dominate, and only the CDW appears.
Here, with a finite 3-body interaction U3 that dominates
U , we find instead that

J
d

=
2J2

U
(2)
e↵

, U
d

=
4J2

U
(2)
e↵

� 4J2

U
(3)
e↵

.

The sign of the correction, and thus the determination of
whether we observe CDW or DSF order is based on the
sign of U

(3)
e↵ . For U

(3)
e↵ > 0, DSF order is favored, and for

U
(3)
e↵ < 0, CDW order is favored.
The CDW phase could be most easily observed in ex-

periments with a quantum gas microscope, directly mea-
suring the distribution of doubly-occupied sites [36] and
computing the related correlation functions. The DSF
phase is characterised by dimers with long-range order.
In an experiment, one would see (1) pairs forming (i.e.,
a large probability of observing two atoms per site), and
(2) as the DSF forms from a SF phase, disappearance
of the interference peak in the single-particle momen-
tum distribution. This is because the long range order
for single atoms goes away. To see long range order for
dimers, the dimers could be associated to molecules and
then released from the lattice to perform a time-of flight
measurement of the momentum distribution. In princi-
ple, this could be done with Feshbach molecules, at the
risk of some collisional loss from colliding molecules dur-
ing the measurement process. Another alternative would
be to detect the dimer-dimer correlation functions using
noise-correlation measurements [71, 72]. We discuss the
adiabatic preparation of states in these regimes below.
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FIG. 4: Ground state correlations in the interacting dimer
model (eq. (4)), for 24 dimers on 48 lattice sites, with box
boundary conditions and "
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= 0. (a) Example correlation
functions S
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i (which indicates CDW or-
der) shown for U
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= J
d

. The thin dashed lines show linear
fits on the double-logarithmic scale. (b) Exponents for alge-
braic decay of the correlation functions D

i,j

, K
D

, and S
i,j

,
K

S

. These are determined by fitting to correlation functions
starting from site 9 (to avoid boundary e↵ects), and extend-
ing over 15 lattice sites. Error bars represent the range of K
values fitted by least squares methods to the correlation func-
tions S9,9+l

and D9,9+l

points over l =7–15 sites. These calcu-
lations are converged with DMRG bond dimension � = 200.

V. METASTABLE PHASES AND ADIABATIC
STATE PREPARATION

In a typical experiment, U
(3)
e↵ will be negative irrespec-

tive of the value of U , because it arises in second order
perturbation theory from coupling of atoms in the low-
est band to higher bands. Although RF couplings to 3-
body bound states can give rise to positive shifts [19], and

hence U
(3)
e↵ > 0, it is therefore important to ask how inter-

esting states can be prepared without the system collaps-
ing due to the attractive interactions. For this, we need to
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FIG. 5: Adiabatic preparation of dimer states from a Mott
insulator in a superlattice. Here we show the results of time-
dependent DMRG numerical simulations based on eq. (3),
showing a time-dependent ramp in a superlattice of period
2, from a two-particle Mott insulator in the lowest wells to
regimes with di↵erent signs of U (3)

e↵ , which change the strength
of the e↵ective o↵-site interaction between dimers. The su-
perlattice depth is ramped from V

SL

= 20J to V
SL

= 0 in
an exponential ramp with a time constant ⌧ramp = 4J�1. We

choose U (2)
e↵ = �8J and compute the dynamics for 24 par-

ticles on 25 lattice sites with box boundary conditions. (a)
Mean on-site occupation hn̂

x

i at the end of the ramp for oc-

cupation U (3)
e↵ > 0 (red solid line) and U (3)

e↵ < 0 (blue dashed
line). We observe enhanced oscillations characteristic of the

stronger repulsive interaction generated when U (3)
e↵ < 0 (see

the text for details). (b) The on-site occupation hn̂
i

i plotted

as a function of time during the ramp for U (3)
e↵ > 0.

consider the case where we form metastable many-body
states, by beginning in states that contain essentially no
triply occupied sites and allowing the strong attractive
three-body interaction to prevent triple occupation. This
works in an optical lattice because there on typical exper-
imental timescales there are no mechanisms available to
dissipatively remove energy from the system, and triply
occupied sites therefore cannot be formed due to energy
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occupied sites therefore cannot be formed due to energy
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FIG. 4: Ground state correlations in the interacting dimer
model (eq. (4)), for 24 dimers on 48 lattice sites, with box
boundary conditions and "

i

= 0. (a) Example correlation
functions S

i,j

= hd†
i

d
j

i (which indicates DSF order), and
D

i,j

= hd†
i

d
i

d†
j

d
j

i � hd†
i

d
i

ihd†
j

d
j

i (which indicates CDW or-
der) shown for U

d

= J
d

. The thin dashed lines show linear
fits on the double-logarithmic scale. (b) Exponents for alge-
braic decay of the correlation functions D

i,j

, K
D

, and S
i,j

,
K

S

. These are determined by fitting to correlation functions
starting from site 9 (to avoid boundary e↵ects), and extend-
ing over 15 lattice sites. Error bars represent the range of K
values fitted by least squares methods to the correlation func-
tions S9,9+l

and D9,9+l

points over l =7–15 sites. These calcu-
lations are converged with DMRG bond dimension � = 200.

V. METASTABLE PHASES AND ADIABATIC
STATE PREPARATION

In a typical experiment, U
(3)
e↵ will be negative irrespec-

tive of the value of U , because it arises in second order
perturbation theory from coupling of atoms in the low-
est band to higher bands. Although RF couplings to 3-
body bound states can give rise to positive shifts [19], and

hence U
(3)
e↵ > 0, it is therefore important to ask how inter-

esting states can be prepared without the system collaps-
ing due to the attractive interactions. For this, we need to
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FIG. 5: Adiabatic preparation of dimer states from a Mott
insulator in a superlattice. Here we show the results of time-
dependent DMRG numerical simulations based on eq. (3),
showing a time-dependent ramp in a superlattice of period
2, from a two-particle Mott insulator in the lowest wells to
regimes with di↵erent signs of U (3)

e↵ , which change the strength
of the e↵ective o↵-site interaction between dimers. The su-
perlattice depth is ramped from V

SL

= 20J to V
SL

= 0 in
an exponential ramp with a time constant ⌧ramp = 4J�1. We

choose U (2)
e↵ = �8J and compute the dynamics for 24 par-

ticles on 25 lattice sites with box boundary conditions. (a)
Mean on-site occupation hn̂

x

i at the end of the ramp for oc-

cupation U (3)
e↵ > 0 (red solid line) and U (3)

e↵ < 0 (blue dashed
line). We observe enhanced oscillations characteristic of the

stronger repulsive interaction generated when U (3)
e↵ < 0 (see

the text for details). (b) The on-site occupation hn̂
i

i plotted

as a function of time during the ramp for U (3)
e↵ > 0.

consider the case where we form metastable many-body
states, by beginning in states that contain essentially no
triply occupied sites and allowing the strong attractive
three-body interaction to prevent triple occupation. This
works in an optical lattice because there on typical exper-
imental timescales there are no mechanisms available to
dissipatively remove energy from the system, and triply
occupied sites therefore cannot be formed due to energy
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anymore.
Typical parameters for conventional setups are a min-

imal ion–electrode distance h ∼ (100 . . .1000)µm allow-
ing for RF voltages of the order of 1000V.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

~20!m

~100!m

~100!m

~100!m

Figure 3. Fluorescence images of laser-cooled ions in a com-
mon confining potential of a linear RF trap (see figure 2),
forming differently structured Coulomb crystals. (a) A single
ion (Mg+). (b) A linear string of 40 ions at ωX/Y ≫ ωZ .
The axis of the chain coincides with the trap Z-axis, which
is identically orientated in the rest of the images. (c) A lin-
ear string embedding a two-dimensional zigzag structure of
60 ions for ωX/Y > ωZ . (d) A three-dimensional structure
of more than 40 ions at ωX/Y ! ωZ . The enhanced signal-
to-noise ratio in (d) is achieved by extended exposure. Struc-
tural phase transitions can be induced between one-, two- and
three-dimensional crystals, for example by reducing the ratio
of radial to axial trapping frequencies.

Different laser cooling schemes can be applied to reduce
the total energy of motion of the ion [45]. Doppler cooling
[55–58] of several ions already allows to enter a regime,
where the kinetic energy (kBT ∼ mK) of the ions be-
comes significantly smaller than the energy related to the
mutual Coulomb repulsion. Hence, the ions cannot ex-
change their position anymore. A phase transition from
the gaseous (liquid) plasma to a crystalline structure oc-
curs [59, 60]. On the one hand, the resulting Coulomb
crystals (see figure 3) provide many similarities with solid
state crystals already partially explaining why Coulomb
crystals appear naturally suited to simulate many-body
physics: (1) The ions reside on individual lattice sites. (2)
The motion of the ions (external degree of freedom) can
be described easiest in terms of common motional modes

with the related quanta being phonons. The phonons
in Coulomb crystals allow to mediate long-range inter-
actions between the ions. In a different context, the
phonons can also be interpreted as bosonic particles, for
example, capable of tunnelling between lattice sites sim-
ulated by the ions (see also section 5.2). On the other
hand, there are advantageous differences compared to
solid state crystals: (3) Coulomb crystals typically build
up in ultra-high vacuum ((10−9 . . . 10−11)mbar) and are
very well shielded against disturbances from the environ-
ment, thus providing long coherence times. (4) Coulomb
crystals feature lattice constants of a few micrometres
(see figure 3), dependent on the trapping potential coun-
teracting the mutual Coulomb repulsion. Compared to
a solid, where distances are of the order of Ångstrom
(10−10m) the density of the structure in one dimen-
sion is reduced by five, in three dimensions by fifteen
orders of magnitude. This allows for individual address-
ing of the ions and for individual preparation, control
and readout of their electronic and motional states. (5)
The Coulomb interaction between the charged ions is not
shielded within the crystal, as in Coulomb crystals the
charge of all ions has the same sign in contrast to ionic
crystals in solid state systems.

It has to be pointed out that it is possible to deter-
ministically achieve phase transitions between different
structures of Coulomb crystals for large numbers of ions
[59, 60]. When the ratio of radial to axial confinement is
reduced or the amount of confined ions is increased, we
observe the transition from a linear chain of ions via a
two-dimensional zigzag structure to a three-dimensional
structure (see figure 3b–d).

Despite the unique conditions in Coulomb crystals in
linear RF traps and the high fidelities of operations, cur-
rent experimental approaches on QS (and QC) are still
limited to a small number of ions. The approaches in-
clude of the order of ten ions arranged in a linear chain
[43, 61]. This is accomplished by choosing the radial con-
finement much stronger than the axial one. The linear
chain orientates along the weakest (Z) direction, where
tiny oscillations of the cooled ions around the minimum
of the pseudopotential (X and Y ) and thus micromotion
still remain negligible.

For purposes of a QC and QS, scaling to a larger num-
ber of spins and more dimensions while keeping sufficient
control over all required degrees of freedom remains the
challenge of the field. Using longer linear chains confined
in anharmonic axial potentials [62] might provide a way
to reach a number of ions in the system that in principle
already exceeds capabilities of a classical supercomputer.
Another way might be the use of RF ring traps offering
periodic boundary conditions for static Coulomb crystals
[59, 60] and even (more-dimensional) crystalline beams of
ions [63–65]. A microfabricated ring trap is currently de-
veloped and fabricated at Sandia National Laboratories
[66].

The two main limitations for further scaling of the
number of ions in a common potential are, from a practi-

1 2 3 . . . M
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Fig. 1. Tunneling resonances in a tilted 1D Mott insulator. (A) Schematic view of the

long-range correlations across n sites for a tilt of E = U/n after the quench from the initial 1D

one-atom Mott insulator (top) to the tilted configuration (bottom). Here, n = 3 for illustration

purposes. (B) Number of doublons N
d

as a function of E for t
h

= 200ms after the quench.

Here V
z

= 10E
R

and a
s

= 252(5) a
0

, giving U = 1.077(20) kHz for V
x,y

= 20E
R

. The solid

lines are Lorentzian (for E = U ) and Gaussian (for E = U/2 and E = U/3) fits to the data to

determine the center positions and widths. The insets show matter-wave interference patterns

obtained in TOF at E
1

= U , E
2

= U/2, and E
3

= U/3 taken after t
h

= 1ms, 9ms, and 28ms,

respectively. (C)-(E) Integrated line densities of the TOF images shown in the insets in (B). The

solid lines are fits according to double slit interference patterns with Gaussian envelopes (27).

Error bars in this and all other figures reflect the one-sigma standard deviation.
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Summary / Outlook

•  Atoms in optical lattices offer new tools to prepare and  
    observe many-body states 

•  Long-lived Metastable states can be controllably prepared with  
    time-dependent dynamics 

•  Dissipative dynamics opens new directions,   
    e.g., via quantum Zeno effect, and dissipative driving 

V


